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The student I chose to this case study is called Fatima. She is 32 years old
and an Egyptian doctor. She graduated from faculty of medicine and
surgery at Assiut University and specialized at diagnostic radiology.

Fatima is about to finish the Egyptian fellowship of doctors. She began to
learn English as the second language from the 4th level at primary school
to the high school about 9 years that she was at a public school. The size

of classroom was about 40 and that was difficult to learn or understand
completely .She passed the Local TOEFL and got 600 from 800

approximately to be able to register in the fellowship. It was a routine
process as she said anyone who finished the high school would be able to

get the full marks. In 2010, she started an English course at an
educational centre but didn't continue the course at the end for many

reasons. The first reason is that she did their English level test but when
she started the course she found her colleagues in the course at a lower
level than her. The second reason is that her English teacher was using

Arabic as the medium of instructions during the course and that made her
feeling dissatisfied about the whole course. The last reason is that the

teacher didn't give attention to the four English skills except for grammar.
So she discontinued going to this course and thought it was a bad

      .experience

I arranged an interview with her and recorded that interview as well as
asking her to write a paragraph in front of me. I found some spoken and

written weaknesses .for example she said in the records:
/ɪnfərmeɪʃn/, /kɒnvərseɪʃn/, /kɔ:rs / with over pronouncing the post vocalic /r/.

It's clear that she has phonological difficulties that the sound /r/ is a post
alveolar sound, as the tongue tip is held just behind the alveolar ridge.

Back rims of tongue touch upper molars. This is what Gerald Kelly
mentions in his book How to teach pronunciation.

Joanne kenworthy mentions that in teaching English pronunciation that
Arab learners will tend to use their native /r/ when speaking English. This

is "trilled" or "rolled" type of /r/.
She also has a grammatical problem in the form of the past simple tense.

When I ask about her qualifications in the records she said that "I am
finished faculty of medicine".  

As my student is a native speaker of Arabic and it goes without saying
that she will make the same Arab's mistakes and that because the manner

of articulation in English is different from the manner of articulation in
Arabic especially the Egyptian accent. So she articulated the sound / θ / as
/s/. There is a clear example of what I mentioned above that when I give

her a question about her language background she said the word
(thousand) in her answer but in incorrect pronunciation /sauznd/. She
doesn’t apply the place of articulation of / θ / correctly. She tends to

substitute/s/ for / θ /.  It is dental sound; the tongue tip makes light contact
with the back of the front teeth. This is mentioned in How to teach

pronunciation by Gerald Kelly, Longman, 2002.

The first written and most important weakness that she has is with
auxiliary verbs and in question formation in general. Michael Swan and

Bernard Smith mention in their book learner English that the auxiliary do
has no equivalent in Arabic. Where no specific question word is used, a

question is marked only by its rising intonation:
"When you went to London?"

 You like coffee?

So Fatima has a problem with question formation in both spoken and
written skills. As she said in the records "what you think of my accent?"
And wrote in the paragraph "the lion king of forest." She forgot the verb

to be as there is no verb to be in Arabic in the present tense, the copula
"am, is, are" is no expressed. It is, therefore, commonly omitted in

English by Arabic speakers:                                                                        
* He teacher.                                                                                                

Another mistake in the written record that Fatima made was writing the
verb (leave) in the present tense however the whole paragraph about past

simple (last weekend). Actually most of her weaknesses in writing related
to grammar. She mentioned in the paragraph that her daughter admires

the animals especially the lion, but forms the sentence incorrectly:
"She admire the animals"

Fatima didn't explain what tense she follows. She wrote in the past simple
in the whole of the paragraph present simple but here it must write in the

present simple because it's a fact that her daughter likes the animals.  
 
 

The learner's writing with my suggested correction:

Correct                                    Mistake                      
She admires the animals             *
The lion is the king of jungle.     *

*A lot of pictures.
*running.

*we left the zoo.
*soon.  

.She admire the animal        
.The lion king of forest

.A lot of picture
runing

we leave the zoo
                                            soonly
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:Justification for choosing the teaching materials*

The two weaknesses which I focus on are the sound /θ/ and the question
formation. They are superior and the most important weaknesses I found
comparing with the other weaknesses. In the case of the /θ/ I see that my

student's pronunciation would be improved if the weakness of the sound /
θ/solved. The teaching material I've used was from English pronunciation

in use for intermediates that deals with the /θ/ as it is a common Arabic
mistake. This teaching material teaches how to pronounce the sound then

making drilling. I chose the problem of question formation as it does
already include the auxiliary verbs and because Fatima has this problem
in the spoken and written record. So in question formation I explain the
weakness of auxiliaries and also how to form a question. In the case of

the auxiliaries' weakness, I used Grammar in use for intermediate
.students of English that deals with questions
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